
oikos Graz Partner Events for the EU Green Week 2023 

Workshop: “Navigating Complexity through the Inner Development 

Goals” 

Do you want to improve your inner capacity to deal with our increasingly 

complex challenges and to further achieve the Sustainable Development 

Goals? Then don't miss our Workshop about the Inner Development Goals 

(IDGs) focusing on the IDG Thinking!               

 

To drive global challenges forward, we need certain skills and qualities to 

counteract them. The Inner Development Goals fill exactly this gap!       

They support to successfully work with complex societal issues and thus 

show the relevance of achieving the SDGs.      This framework was 

recommended for the implementation and delivery of the SDGs at the 

European Parliament resolution of 23 June 2022.  

In this workshop we will give you an overview of the IDGs, why we need to 

develop those inner dimensions, and dive deeper into the IDG Thinking. 

Afterwards, we will reflect on our thinking skills and their applications to our 

own situations as well as the opportunities that they can offer to us in 

gaining these skills and how we can drive change with the IDG Thinking in 

our daily lives (private and professional).                Which of these areas are 

helpful in a dimension of our life? At the end of the workshop, we will focus 

on the interconnectedness of thinking with the other IDGs. In addition to the 

theoretical input, participants have the opportunity to deepen these skills in 

interactive activities.         

 

This workshop is co-hosted by our oikees: 

     Noemi Zmork (President of oikos Graz, Project Lead chapter LEAP, 

member of Transforming Education and Marketing (PR, Promotion & 

Website) 

     Azam Nazari (Treasurer, member of oikos Talks and member of chapter 

LEAP) 



     Linda Segerer (Project Lead of oikos Talks and member of chapter 

LEAP). 

 

We’re looking forward to seeing you next  

🗓 Sunday, June 11th, 2023, at 5 pm (5-7 pm)! 

 

      The event link would be the following:  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/2032032203?pwd=akdTMzNjRG9OeVliZVRSdU

h3WVR2Zz09 

 

Meeting-ID: 203 203 2203 

Password: 19877891 

 

     Registration Link: 

https://forms.gle/brihtdJywSe25CdXA 

 

Facebook-Event Link: 

https://fb.me/e/1bTUesLLQ 

 

More information about the workshop is at the following link: 

https://green-week.event.europa.eu/partner-events-list/navigating-

complexity-through-inner-development-goals-2023-06-11_en 

 

We are looking forward to seeing you there!        

 

Your oikos Graz LEAP-Team      



 

 


